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Introduction
The Center for Energy Efficiency and Renewable Technologies (CEERT)
appreciates the opportunity to offer brief comments to the California Energy Commission
(CEC) on its Cd$omza GuzYehhesfor Cd$omza 5- So/aE/ectlni. hcenfive hgrms

~/~u~ttoSena;feBiZZ~~'Guidelines"),
in Docket No. 07-SB-1.

Backmound
Senate Bill (SB) 1 modified the CSI program established by the CPUC' and
restricted the funding mechanism for the program to only electric, not gas, distribution
rates. The CPUC, in Decision @.) 06-12-033, interpreted SB 1 to read that it would be
inappropriate to subsidize solar thermal technology that displaces gas with electric
ratepayer dollars. This decision also concluded that the $100.8 million for solar thermal
technologies in the CSI be used to fund solar thermal eZeclni.technologies.
On June 1,2007 SCE and PG&E jointly filed Advice letters 2130-E and 3060-E,
respectively, regarding ProposedMo~~ca;fzuns
to the CSZUmdbookforNon-PYSo/a
The/mdAppLica;,iom. CEERT, along with the California Solar Energy Industries
Association (CALSEIA), filed a protest on these advice letters. Both protests highlighted
concerns with certain criteria for eligible technologies. CEERT's protest was filed on
June 2oth. In that protest, we made a number of specific recommendations. Most
relevant to this filing is the recommendation that the CPUC clearly identify the currently
available, tested, viable non-PV technologies that are likely to meet the CSI's eligibility
requirements. CEERT further commented that technologies that appeared suitable under
the CPUC's definition included a) solar water heating technology that is not eligible for
the pilot program administered by CCSE~,2) solar space and process heating technology,
and 3) solar space cooling technology.
Since the filing of the advice letters and protests, the CPUC established a working
group to address concerns with program criteria. This group's work is nearly complete.
Though CEERT has not participated directly in these Working Group meetings, we
I

SB 1 (Murray) - Chapter 132, Statutes of 2006.
The CSI was originally established by the CPUC by Decision (D.) 06-01-024 in Rulemaking (R.) 04-03-017.
CCSE is the acronym for the California Center for Sustainable Energy, formerly the San Diego RegionaI Energy
Office (SDREO).
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